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I. Introduttion

The National Institute of Education "has alclear responsibility.to

provide leadership in the conduct and support of scientific inquiry into the

-educational process." (Sec. 405 (a) (1), Pub. Law 92.-318) 'Furthermore,
4

"the Director is authorized, through the Institute, to conduct educational

..;,-research; collect and disseminate the findifigi of tducatibnal research; train

V.,

individuals in educational 'research; assist and foster such research, colletion,

,dissemination, or training tfitough grants; or technical, assistance to or

jointly financed cooperative arrangements with, public or private organizations,

institutions,. agencies, or individuals; promote-tha coordination of such

research and research support within the Federal Government; and may construct

or provide (by grant or otherwise). for such facilities as he determines may

be required to accomplish such pUrposes. As used in this subsection, the.

term 'educational research' includes research (basic and applied), planning,

surveys, evaluations, investigations,',experiments, developments, and demon-'

strations-in the field' of. education (including career education)." (Sec. 405

(e) (1), Etib. Law 92-318).

In pursuit of this responsibility the Director requested that a port

be prepared for his use on the needas for research in postsecondary education,

with special emphasis on those activities most appropriate for the National

Institute of Education.

4
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interviewed were staff of p ate foundations, educatiOnal apc14-tholorly ,

p,! ,
a ,

_Yrtik'Marcia 10 to Apii 6, 1976, the .authors interview numerous

,---'fepresentativeskof the post cfary education comMunity. Ardong-Ofpaet,.

.----a...see-intions, student
representatives, the FederS1 Government, academic

instftutionsofthe National, Institute-'Of Education, and-other' intereStecf.
.

.

,..'..,

parties. Pertinedt lit ature was reviewedand numerous suggeStion'aie.

,received.by mail inres onse to a request from the Directoto

individuals. t
.

,I.

I I
?2

, -. ip

The authors express their,appreciation to all those who have assisted

1

in this effort,a4 regret that the time available diclnot allow furthe'r

.

. ..

consultation with all those who offered assistance. v.
4

This report does not attempt to detail speciltcyrojectslor research

but rather tries t.o indicate major concerns, trends and areas for further

invesai.gation. It should notbe considerja, as all inclusive, aS the. gospel,

or. the "-only war' that things, should be done. Obviously the ideas are not

fwith but since they are distilled from many sources, we, have

. JO
not attemptetito give specific credit to the source of each. We hope that

-

all of-our advisors will recognize some elements of their contributions.

The hope is that this report will provide a framework for the creation

of specific research objectives, projects and progiama. We trust that the

,.
.

reporcwill start,a continuing process, of defining directions and priorities
. ,

for NIE efforts in postsecondary e'ducati'on.

"

Oa.
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if we g rant that, the iurfe§a, of pOs te eton4air education n :1 _to. assist:

, 14)04 ---7-gtlidents

, . . ,

:-.:.studentslItiylediri, Tvsea4.6i on .charaCieristUS.of-thafEleariihrsitlie:tr-VarietY;
. ...

exti.eetaii.o9.4qt.ties',.anci motives fs.baSiu

.

...

. ,
:

-

' Tile`schanging character of the student population :has blen well 4.

. " .
.

, .., - . . .. , 0

docume4ted., \What is still not well understecidds how edueitiOnel opporUnities
.,

.

:.'

. '\Canmst
,.

effectively be` made availablesnd adapted.to the range!o.fstudent
,

- -, .

diaxacteristits. : ,
.

,

We, now knoi./ thatlearriing abilitYin.many iespecti ilaprthes with die

', ra.t.her than -decreas-,4 We also know-tha leaziling-deficien'eles,tri childhod
.

.

. ----. a
_ _ -. ,_ .

14 critieal'but not irremediable. Thus 'prod'uctive research is;-possible updy., ,

such topics ag differences in learning, in educational Situationa for younger

,

.

,

,-

and older learnerS, the educational needs and strengths ofininority kroup/
.4

. .. .

. .,,."3,
,,, :,-;;; 7,,

members, the changing Of women students.in oo "sotiety, the apecat
O -

assets and problene of bilingual learners,:and_the ct nging needs of learners,:-

at Aifferent life stages. As we think of life-long-earniftg-, we Bari e-evaluate

the.rol,e Of the four-yailtollegg in meeting the;lifelong needs of students.
%, .

erhaps certain-needs can -be met pore efficiently at later age peribds through

different modes.

Access:- What Factors, Determine participation in Postsecondary Education?

,
Individuals of all ages are presented with a wide variety of poit-

secondary educational:opportuniliet. Research is needed on the perceptioni

-potential Students have of postsecondary education.' Are they-aware of the

8

at-
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range of possibilities
How do they assess the demands of postsecondary

cation ln.relation to their perceptions of their own abilities and work

habits? *tow do their educational aspirat ns fit with the goals in insti-

tutionsof postsecondary education nd of their own perceptions of the

&ike1y outComes of postsecondary education.)?, In making decisions about

hether or not. to continue formal education, or what fort of education to

,

pursue, what'Values are individuals trying to achieve? Howido their experi-

encat help them revise their decisions?

:How do financial factors influence student decisions? How,do
ty

-aifferent:patterneVrfinancing and chargin for Postsecondary education

affect,,entry and continued participation in postsecondary edbeation? Are

,thffects different ,for 'different .groups?
How successful have open

admissions been in, reducing inequity ? c, With the increasing tendency to.

.

A
limit enrollments; research on the effect of open admissions is greatly needed.

0 student perceptions of their own future's as adulti fit with

expert judgments of labor market neede,.and other characteristics of the

society 5-10-20 yeats in the)future? The Education and Woik Group is alrdady

studying how 1,8= year olds and 'older individuals differ in career explOtation.-

:What kinds of information do students use? Can the information be

improved? ;The National'StU'dent Educational Fund has tdentified a gap. Researc

can extend their. findings. What is the tole of Counselors? danwe Improve

the training and effectiveness of counselors? The Experience-Based Career

Education program can provide a, start for research in postsecondary career
$O4

cotnseling and education.

One of the more important current research efforts in thisahrea is the

ACE su1V4 of freshmen. While w4 heard various criticisms of.the.dample and
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scope of the survey, there was,genera Agreement that data.of this sort are

valuable especially when coupled with periodic longindinal surveys.

III. ,The Process of Education--Ttaching and Learning..

gtimatery, postsecbndary education deals with student death g.

therefore, research on ltarning and teaching it be one of the fundamental_

parts of any program in postsecondary' education. The tflectp/Of changes in

financing, changes in admission practices, changes in university management

all of ahese must be evaluated in terms of how they.affect tht learning,of

students.

Learning

Research in learning in,eacationel settings is timely in that the
r

net k

basic Science necessati.for "progress hastredentlyalade great advances.

7-
Learning theory has-withip the last ten or twenty years sOifted frost, an

empha4sis upon inimal learning to an emphasis upon human-learning, from

*

eilkhasiz nonsense'syllables.and the learning of simple motor ski)ls to ?r

an phasis upon meaningful verbal learning;'` from the study r 4th le habits

o.thestudy. of complex cognitive structures, and from study in simi4ile';,

one-variable laboratory situation o miiie-comphot multiyariate analypes.

,

Some Hof .thebasic n learning theory now involve studies of learning
. 4 '

of mathematics, olf second languages; or other topics immediately dOncerted
.

,

. e

with education. On
,,

the. whole, however,. we lack research knowledge about ttlthey

.1
Attire of leeayttng in educational situations and about how teathing can

gTacilitotte more effective learning"; Y,
.:.

At this point it appears' that lit woUld beproductiive
.t

.
.,, . - I

research on the stmdiesrof the learning strategies,stulpnts
,

o
a

10'

0

to oleiiy ouu.

actually usa,



the ways in which they retrieve and apply their learning outside course

ekaminatfnn situations, and.the degree to which learning strategies can be

. .

modified so that ,students can develop a more flexible repetoirt of strategies.

If an effective system of classifying-learning strategies can be developed,

it would-be worthwhile to know how strategies differ for different groups

such as older learners versus younger learners, second language learning

versus first language learners, minority grdup or working class learners

ve/teus upper middle class majority group learners, etc.

,Research has demonstfated that. education can Se more effective if one

adapts it to the current strategies of a group of learners. We need to'know

,how education can help these learners develop additional strategies and use

them adaptively. To do this we need a good deal 'of basic research on

'cognition as well'as research on methods of identifying learning strategies

and'of teaching new ones.

M9tivation an Values

A closely related problem is that of motivation for learning.yThera'

is now much greater recognition of the importance of cPriosity.and Intrinsic'

motivation for learning as importadt educational goals. In fact, many

1

educatois would take the goal of develo ng motivation, for life-long learhing,

is htThrofie TIOC-Ehemost important` objectives of postsecondary education.

,,The basit resealChers in psychology haTe r cently become more and dore

involved in the relationship be.twatndiffe ent patterns of rewardingleatning

,,:and their impact upon long term motivation Some of the dominant, mot es in

a-

our society, such as need%for achievement, are changing.: For e,

the impact of the ohsogirig roles of women upon motivation 'has ducAtional
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significance. Basic research and research in the traditional black colle es

is linking motivation and bahavi r to perceptions of'one,'s own alletty t

influence one's o 'research in classroom and other educational

situations on factors i luenci g motivation for learning and the nurturing .

of motivation for life-long learning."is important for education.

'A closely'related area of much current interest is that of the

development of.values. We know that values are influenced to some degree

Ilygollege and other educational experiences, perhaps more by peer groups

than by.professors.,--Dvelopmental theories of, values emphasize the importance

of models in determining values, and there is some. experimental and anecdotal

evidence indicating that faculty members are often significant figures in

student's lives. We need"further.research determining what factors influence

the impact of'educAion upon student values.

One of"the relics of the period when edUcators proclaimed the value

netdraiity of education is ignorance about e role of the scholarly disciplines

in the development and integration of va),Us. It may well be that academic

. ,

,/ .

. .

//
experiences provide prerequisites Toyunderstanding the application of valints

to new situations. For example, lierature, biography, and the behaVioral

sciences may actually have an important impadt, not so much on the acceptance

of the value'of altruism; but, upon the degree to which studentsOrattice--

altruistic behavior because they gain the abilit}r to see human beings in 'other

nationalities or racial grOUps as being like themselves in terms oFf needs,

aspirations, and feelings. Concern with values need not imply. .indoctrination.

Rather, ?esearch tan help us understand how education can be more effective

in helping students live the,values".they profess.

e
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Teaching and Delivery, Systems

At the same time that work goes forward on thechaturelaf learning and

, motivation, it is important that research approach the problem from the

standpedat of the teaching side of teaching and learning. Research has

already demonstrated I'Re greater effectiveness of AertainirthodS as compared

',
with others (e.g. discussiori is superior to,lecture for goals of application

and thinking). It is unlikely, however, that any one `teaching method

_

or any technology is going to have dramatAll ffects upon learning.or all"

objectives and all students. Rather, we can more effective with/

particular kinds of student's and with particular objectives if bur aching

methods are chosen with respect to these considerations,-

Sociological studies of classroom interaction are giving new under.-

41110

standing of the ways in which student and teacher roles interact to affect

learning-___socib4ogfcgi research in medical schools demonstrates that

implicit values and norms are communicated by the curriculum, the faculty

did peer

S tistical techniques now enable us to tease:Put sole of the

ar4.ate ctors that affect Leaching and with new developments in'600eter,

video and o

possible to deVise

hnological aidi add

ucational programs

to the teachers tool kit, it is

t Can reach students who have

previously been poorly erved by the standard lecture format.

-

Currently, a la e number of programs, special colleges, and individual

courses ale trying new'i structional modes or new curricula. In some instances,

these.programs Involve various interdisciplinary combinations; jet other

cases they involve a focim'arOund problems-rather them the traditional'

disciplines; mind.in other,ases they involve variattonado.teechimumethods,

.

.. :.

,. ,

:.:
.-

I
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methods of evaluation, or the use of technology or other types of atypical

educational experiences. We need:to develop a taxonomy that will enable us

to relate outcomes'from these different methods to different goals and to

determine what. kinds of students are likely to benefit most from them. The

contract system, field experience, problem oriented programs, and other ,

innovations have had very little systematic evaluations.

Education is frequently characterited as being inefficient and

resistant to techno/ogical improvements. We suspect thatthe reason

.

technological innovations seldom demonstrate improved effectiveness is that

the educational delivery system has been highly effective since the invention

of the printing press, and even more sosince the invention of paperback books

and Xerox machines., Thus, the control system against which new delivery

systems should be tested is corresppndlnc'e study.
. .

The current Ni.E evaluation of open education seems to us a
,

model-of
... .

what NIE can add shouldAo: As we understand it the following features are

signifiqant:
<3

1. Rather than develop4ng an evaluation bf a single program

such as UMA.,'NIE devefoRed a taxonomy which placed UMA and

other open education progtkms on common dimensions so that the

evaluatiorOcould begenerat z d beyond a specific program.,

Z. The evaluation inmolVes'mpt only Nig funded'promiamss but .

''.411../"' ., ', .-

alsb other prniiamS,with comonn feature's ,relevant to the

dimensions.beingsi'udied,.
,

I

A, \. V .

3. Potential users of,t*eyaluaive information weres,identified,
, \, , ,

- .
.

.0,. ,

'n advance `and
%

.
c

. . ..

involved In'desigp of''. he evaluation.
,

' ',.,: . t

i\ .

0,.

' ' .1 ,
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The Tactilty

One cannot think, about teeing and learning without thinking abou

those who are responsible for teaching and planping the learning situation,

. in institdtiOns of postsecondary education ,--the faculty. This is an area

willch'i'ac4 a tradition of continued systematic inquiry.- Sn far ns we

know, there are no current studies of changes in the, types of indiViduals'

entering academic careers today as compared With earlier periods such as'

the 1950's and 1960's. We know littlialioUt the, impact of the tightenipg

job market upon the aspirations, work habits, productivity and effectiveness,

of both youngei.aad older factiltylmeitife;. We hear that faculty, are

increasingly, alienated as a result)of lack of.mobility and lack, of

public.supportfor scholarly and educational activities, but we do not

.
.

4

'know what factors influence alienatiomversus commitment and productivity.
'

.What are the peer group. influences, the communication channels, the

coppetiq interests that affect faculty enthusiasm and productivity"

WO; do faculty members spend their, time and how is this influenced by

ti

changes in governance, curriculum, or financing of,institutions?

We also know little about the career development of faculty AeMbers.

There are many tales.of academic menopausal periods, but no systematic,

.
--studies and few data-relevant to policy decision s abput enco uragement of

early retirement versus a move upward of compulsory retirement age are avail -

_able.' Stddies of the flow'of faculty inno and through academic careers,

could benefit from current methodologies in economics and sociology., The.

dffect4Veness_of'triining of faculty; the impact of systems of evaluation

of faculty for tenure and promotion, the effectiveness of'different reward

:

-4
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", ,-
patterns All of these are qu= tions of releyanCe to the life of academic

institutions.' ,tUrrently the are a large number of ?acuity development

prOgrams wit wide varia ons in approach: While there are several good

descripti them i no systematic comparative data on their effectiveness.

ersities are truly comtunities of learners, we need to

the learning and development of faculty as well as students.

search is giving new recognition tosehe importance of modeling.

embers' modes of thinkAg, enthusiasm about t'heir'subject

manifestation of values are likely to be of educational importance.

have some data confirming this, but we still need' additional research

actors affecting the influence of the faculty member and upon the

training, reward structure, peer group'guppotts, change of activity,

back from students, and other factors upon the career development of the

E fully me,mbers

We igtqw that intellectual functions continue to develbp as one ages,

but we know little about the normal patterns of career development of faculty.

Is there an academic menopause?, Are there significant number of "deadwoods"

and if so, can they be brought to life? Currently there are large numbers

of program of faculty develqpment but,relatively little evaluation of

effectiveness. one would suspect that,a program designed to "retread deadwood"

,haw m01.4 difficulty than one that involved faculty in new programs

using their strengths as a basis for developing new competencies. In any

case, educational research in this area has relevance not only to'faculty

development but also to our more general interest in adult deVelopment and



Finally, wv recognize the impact Of -co/feetive bargalningoGpon
,.-

faculty.warale.and facul -ty participation in institutional governance.

_,--
Currently we have -a great. martY studiesdeoling with this topic in terms

of its, imPaeiPupofr_decision making and the distribution of power, -but

e-relativelyjew-in terms ol its effect on teaching and learning and the

relationships to faculty members and students.

The Curriculum
///

Research on -postsecondary curriculum :is a largely undeveloped field.

Changes in secondary school curricula'have implications for posts ondary

curriculum. of the disciplines have committees studying e ricula

.

or developing new sUrrieular approaches but little research-has been done

either upon the particular aspects of curricular decisions within a given

discipline or upon thebroader questions of the effects of required vs.

free elective systems, sequential vs. non-sequential arrangements of courses,

pyramidal'izs. hour-glass, v. linear patterns of courses, etc. Society

needs individuals who can comprehend broad areas :and who have the flexibility

Lc, shift frog one set of problems co another. Yet we dd,not know.whether

or not interd4t4ETiiinary programs are really better preparation-than

disciplinary programs or even what factors inAisciplinary training affect

rigidity or flexibi.ity. Is a liberal-arts cilarriculom better preparation than

a vocationally.oriente4outriculum?

The Setting

--"">.

.7.:

Concern :but the evaluatair of newlrograms and new colleges,' feadk

directly into. the broader :question Of the sucties Of-the academic 'sitting
.

1

vnerally and -its relationship to learning and teaching. Since the classic.

17
-4
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. stu es of the impact.of peer groups upon students carried_out by NewcOmb

and thers, therehas been a hiatus in research on the broader questions of

stud t development and learqing in various types of settings. Therapid

grout of community, and junior colleges suggests the need for studies of

non-rasidential - learning experiences similar to those Newcqmb, Sanford, and

others'ihave.made of residential four-year colleges. We know very little

about awcommuting students and part-time students iit education into their

lives, hat factors influence their learning and development, how the newer

open-un versity types of experiences influence students, and how the process

of educe ion differs depending, upon the setting in which it is carried out.

For exam le; what is the value of foreign study or semester-abroad programs?

Do they provide a different perspective than is not available locally?- What

priority should they have in these tight fiscal times?

Thus far we have. said nothing about learning and teaching in graduate

and professional education.
Increasingly, there are educational units

concerned with improving the effectiveness of learning and teaching in

. professional schools. It seems likely that these units will provide a

I, resource for developing research based policies relevant,to improving

education outside the traditional liberal arts curriculum. More molar

studies of the role of graduate and professional schools with respect to

social changtS, such as change.in our health care or legal systems would

also be useful.

Outputs

Postsecondary education is currently under a great deal of pressure to

justify public expenditures in view 0the.presumed or actual declining

18
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economic value of education to the individual. This gives added motivation

for research concerned with developing better measures of non-monetary

benefits of education both to individuals and to society. Ultimately

decisions about educational goals are value decisions, but research can
ww

contribute in several ways.

1. Those who establish educational values typically make

assumptions about what alumni lack. Research can help in

identifying what alumni of education feel they gained and

would have liked to gain from higher educations Methods of

analysis develOped for assessing needs Of special populations,

such as the' handicapped or evaluating skill requirements

for jobs 4n industry or the armed forces could be extended

to analysis of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes

conducive to the general requirements of our society for

its citizens.

2. Those-who establish educational goals also often

assumptions about a) relationships between goals (compatibility

or incompatibility) and the reltionships between means and

Inds; b) aspirations and expectations of prospective students;

c) consensus among the various groups interested in education.

-These two are researchable questions.

It is obvious

to an individual can

, Nevertheless,. we can

that in most cases the true value of college education

be determined only over the course,oi a lifetime.

certainly get some indicators of major educational

outcomes. We can specify behaviors and attitudes that college educated

19

1
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people should be, likely to possess. We are increasingly able to

measure such aspects'of cognitive flexibility, ability to see the complexity'

of problem situations, strategies for learning and solving problems, and

ability to postpone closing ones' mind when the data are still out. Studies

of abilities, values, and attitudes characterizing those who have been educated

should be supplemented by studies of the lives of individuals, such as the

longitudinal studies of the Project Talent sample. pr other intensive studies
0

.of smaller numbers-of individuals.' It may be that one of the important

..

outcomes of education is a meaningful integration of personality. typical

crosssectional studies oP specific outcomes may miss unique interactions of

educational experience, persons, and later environment.

.There are now underway a number of major studies of social indicators

and quality of life. Thus the evaluation of educational benefits and the

development of educational indicators can be easily related to major

developments in theory and methotiology with broader social implications and

scientific interest.

There fire some specific questionsjwith respect to the evaluation of

outputs that have to do with the manner in_which assessment can be carried

out. We need to study ways in which data can be gathered to influence public

attitudes toward the values of education and to provide useful feedback to

institutions with respect, to evaluating theii own programs and the effects

f changes in rograms on educational outcomes. Since many of the changes

..

involve 1 g term benefits, the problem of evaluation is much like that of

studying the genetics of, elephants, and we thus will need to develop

methodologies that provide quicker feedback on intermediate aspects of

01.

a



education rather than relying completely upon the study of ultimate criteria

the achievement of educational goals.
1

In addiftion to the molar evaluation of the outcomes of education,

,we obviously need further work upon, evaluation of outcomes of a more immediate

nature that can be useful to faculty members in developing curricula, and

in improving their own teaching, and to adminiSirators and faculty members

concerned about evaluating teaching for purposes of making decisions about

promotion and salary increases.

Still another category of evaluative information needed is that useful

to students. We are lesa than adequatelyequipped to give students information

valuable to them not only in assessing.the progress they have made, but in

providing evaluations that will enable students to develop the ability-to set

standards for themselves that they can use in evaluating their own learning

and problem solving after they leave formal postsecondarY education

Grading problems are currentlyi.of a good deal oniublid interest,

particularly in relation to the so called_ugrade inflation'''. While most

of the attacks uponothe lack of correlatiAbetween grades and later success

are probably not methodologically sound, research on the usefulness of grades

and alternative methods -of evaluating and pted'icting future achievement Could

. have considerable impact upon educations

Current emphasis on competency based evaluation both with respect to

admission to postsecondary programs /,as well as to credentialing is of wide-

-

spread interest. NIE's current effort. in this area seems to be a sound one

and we recommend Its pontinuation.
,
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, V. The Institutions, the System, and Relationships to Society

The previous chapters have dealt with the components of postsecondary
.

education tote students, the process and the outcomes. There is little

questiOn as to the importance of research regarding these components, yet

there ate other areas that also need attention. The settings in which students

learn, ard teachers teach, are many and varied. They range from the traditional

colleges and universities, to the community colleges, to vocational- technical

institutes, to correspondence courses in the home, to store-front academies

to non-traditional settings for use ofvarious types of media,_
'.

Interfaces between Secondary and Postsecondary. Education.and Work

,

One of the major areas of concern regarding the relationships of

education to society begins with the interfaces betWeen secondarylanepost-

secondary education and'work.- The secondary schools have long used an infor-

mation system to direct select students into postsecondary education. A.-

more comprehensive system is necessary so as to assure all secondary students
1

the opportunity to- evaluate and choose what
;

is best for them, be it more

education or immedl to entry into the labor force. A continuum for educational'
.

counseling has to..bisgoal,
.

, .
e

....---

..

The secondary school system has improved its curricula and IntrOchiced

students to more sophisticated terial in earlier grades. Credit =by -eplration,

,

.

advanced placemepr, and even a ea coopelAtive secondary/Postsecondary '

arrangements have taken aavamtage othese, thus'shorteding the time necessary

to complete an educational program.. Research is needed to idetertaine'the best .

&We '
methods for achieving greater integration of both levels of education.

22
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Just'as secondary and postsecondary institutions have become-cloder,
4

so have postsecondary institutions and the world of work.: Cooperative

education programs, apprenticeships, and other school/work relationships
,

require research and evaluation.. NIE is alteady doing good work in this area.

Governance

The University exists as an organization and ns a political milieu.

Theournent research on organizational behavior and 4(ganizational development

is relevant to college and university management, but relatively little

research has been carried, out on colleges and universities themselves and

their unique organizational.characteristics.

The political forces outside and inside the institution contending

for power, the coalitions and compromises engendered by the sometimds

sometites coinciding interests of those involved are appropriate

7,1as and potentially useful subjects for research.

The roles of presidents, deans, department chairmen and other admin-

istrators in determining educational effectiveness is little nderstood. The

tests and gains of extensive faculty and,student partici tion governance

merits study. Of ,particular interest today is tali nging power structure

as collective bargaining, state coordinating bodieS, ancd (for public institu-

tions) increasingly active state budget 'officers *strain the freedom. of

administrators and.faculty to determine institntiong policies. This general

area is one In which methodology is gettifg better anit,better and whgre

political scientists, sociologist and psychologist*411 are working with

.

.insufficient support.

,4 4

;
V+.7"
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jDiversity of Students and institutions

The expangion,of postsecondary educatiOnal oppOrtunitids in the last

two decades has produced a wide assortment of educatilonal settingssnd oppor-

tunities. Each institutign speaks of special missions ?market groopa, yet
-I,

.
t

little serious work has been done regarding which institution can fulfill,

which mission best. ..Duplication of effort certainly occurs, and perhaps

it shoulC bq who is doing what for whom needs definttiln. The-anticipaied.

--1;

drop in enroll s.during the early 80's has pushed educa tors to look for

4

new markets to fill the empty seats,

The nature of participation by adults and by others in postsecondary

education programs needs torhe investigated, with spacial attention given

'to the effects,of this participation on the-financing and management of'the

ipstitution. The adult student is often characterized as one whp iarticipates

on a part-time, drop-is drop-out basis. The

modes combined with varying student mixes makes

for obtaining real costs-be developed. It then

swideloxmat ofaducational

it essential that procedures

becoMes necessary-to determine

who should pay these cgstO and the "value that the society receives Drom 6e

experiences. PrOviding adult, literacy education can understandably be

accepted as a function that society should pay for, but what4Obsidy should
4

4.-

society pay for training in macrame or contract bridge?

Postsecondary education. has always been-acclaimed for its diversity.

In addition to the definition of missions suggested above, there is,a reel

need to examine the concept of diversity. Private education is often

defended as the alternative toipublic education, yet little has been
. ,

dbcumenfed about what_contributioni,Private eticational Institut1one proVide:

to society, To, what,degree.do different' institutions seri* different

a
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populations, achie

Institutional Size
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ye differing outcomes, attract differing sources of support?

and Location

In addition

education and the

to defining the,scope, mission and value of postsecondary

institutions that deliifer it, there is a need to do xesearch

on how best to opti ze each approach and type. We know verylittle about '

the optimal size of institutions. Are there economits of scale? Can certain

things be done at one size that can't be accomplished at another? Wiat is

the impact of size on student and faculty exPenditilres of time?' What is

the effect of geographical-dist ibution and density of institutions? Do

cdnsortia provide opportun ie% and experience# that are cost effective .

and beupficial that,w ld otherwisipot be provided?

"".The Value-61-Poltsecondary Education to Society

On this same theme there is a need to look at postsecondary education

and its-relationship to society as a whole. In addiction' to studies of the

values of education in economic and 11On-economic terms for the individual

recommended earlier, it_li'also necessary- to look-at the greater question,

what value is education to society?. Institutions of postsecondary education

play a majorajor rolein thegeographic community'in whidh-they are lochted.

They may bea center of-culture; they may provide expertise for management

in the c9mmunity;.they,may.be an economic, resource. -HoW can they work and

relate to:other cOmmuraTyinstitu tions for the improvement of'aociety? What

will changes' in, or even the demise of 'sem*. these-institutionsdoto

comMunity,state'aud nation?filiese relationships and roles need to-be
-

conceptualized. This whole area-needs to be investigated not onitlrom the,

point of view, of the economist butt -alsiofroi ti e cominniompions

25 .
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-
research,-sociology, political sciences apthropplogy and social psythology,

Financ ngpotAsec(?hdary, Education

Practically every Foundation is invo lved id-supporting studies in

financing yd. postsecondary education. 'The, education associations are

concerned. The policy analysts inothe LovernMent rank this as a primary

4

concern.

NILE will be holding a conference this summer to determine the national

priority issues in finance and productivity. The number of people and

organizations working in this area is large, and therefore there is -some

question 'as to what ral.e- NIE might appropriat ely play. There is a high

need for,synihesis of information, and for studies of practices that work

and don't work. Effbr.t might usefully be placed on the basil questions of

the prbper mi'x of 'suppOft And:the advantages and disadvantages of one type

over another. The community college reached ai new area of finance for

postsecondary education by drawing' on the local.communfty t'axrbase for

support.

. ,

--,.,

4TVa.theybOw 'oiii3Ote-t4.ith thedelementa/ ry-secondary iidhool

range efiects caf_ thili competition?
'system for support. '.What are the,

With 907 -of Eecleral sup,ppr.tfOr. postsecondary education being 'in. the form. of

student assistan what are.

While it is. Caticei-A;.able that .

of institution, do'th'ey'hAve

. .
--,,, ' . . .

ifie edudAtiOnal opportunities for students not ettgible-for aici? How can
,

-

..,.
..

major .graduate
r'eseardh,institutions.be-best supPoried,SS to mainiaii---

. _:,

the'effecs on the various typti,of institutions?

stu4ent aid''dolrers preserve and assist one type
- .

-.,
e'ssame value, for 411? , 'Bow do they affect ,

' ./ :4

'the:Intellecto.?.1"-and research Capability of-the igUion2-,
-.6 *

4
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Institutional. Evaluation'

Very little is known about the growth and develop nt of educationat

institutions, particularly different types such as "tradition ly black"
.

institutions, experimental colleges:etc., Are -there certain normal_ patterns

of development? How do we evaluate institutional success, quality and

growth' Research is needed .n-the area of institutional evaluations not

from'tlie point of view of doing more evaluations but rather in deveroping
,

nt..; methods of evaluation. This informaoion'vouId be Vh11.04.1q to the

,C

accrediting pr()cess, the governance process, and planning and fulidtPg

effortS at the local, state, and Federal level. With the leveling of

enrollments and tight fiscal times institAions are being told to account

for their action o be cost effective, and to be efficient. Boards of

Control, government at all levels, and the consumer may be asking }the wrong

questions and consequently,wrOngqetions-,2lay-take place. As indicated

in the section on outcomes, better evaluative procedures and instruments

may sdggest new questions and-getter answers. r

Partnerships with Others -

ilany OF the private foundations, Fund for the IMprovement of

Postsecondary tion, and other agencies haw nts and issued

tontracts to indilifrils and institutions.in support of innovative procedures,

projects and programs. 'EvalUation of the results is minimal. There is

8 need to,coordinate innovation efforts across the country and provide

feedback. to improve and verify the efforts in-place. -Selective comparisons

.

sh.luld be madd between alternitive approaches to determine why one workb

and another doen't.- The.development of partnershi -wlth foundations and.
Y.

then igmncies could be a significant development or NIE. Care Should be

.27
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-"Z r)
iktaken in forming these v tnerships so as to avoid the imOressionthat the

. - , .

. _

NIF is an audit agency o t its efforts art,intended for use itical

ways. The results of the dies shoUld be useful to the Foundat

.Federal agencies. By conceptualizing major dimensions of innovations as

NIF, has done in open educatipt) evaluation of several programs at differing

4L,

points on the scale can produ9e conclusions of greater generality ad0..adaptive

)1%
ti

use than would evaluationuof e.c.#prdject as an entity.

Data A

---One of the most often heard criticisms has een about the type and

quality of data available fc.41- research, pone}, st aid pperational

analyses. Some of the data needs are sophisticated,. some basic, Aka

collecting' and avalysis agencies such as the National CInter of Educational

Statistics accumulate extensive data from the field. AnalySis and verifi-r

of this data is oftentimes a lengthy procedure, and when it finally

becomes available its value may be reduced because of its age. Much of

the-data collected 4.s needed for single use or short-time needs assessment.

Surveys, for certain -0.ta are run on an annual asis and analyses demonstrate ---
, ------

, . _----
trends and comparative conditions across time. One of the more important

survey types is the longitudinal survey. Longitudinal surveys are extremely

important in-4411T-rney-trace a sample across timt.- Unfortunately, funding.
A

in the out years is a major problem,

It does not seeto.to us that NIE should become another major data

collecuton agency. The Institute should, however, take a strong leadership

role in identifying afili-recommending data needs,in setting priorities for

collection and.in encouraging other priekate And Federal agencies to maintain

1,

O
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.those data bases including longitudinal, necessary fdr many kinds of

,e.lacational research. Research is also needed on bitter instruments and

methodology.

VI. Summary and Recommendations

In the preceding sections we have reviewed various areas of research

sugges;ed to us by those with whom we have talked. In this section we hope

to describe certain- areas wt. fee/ are of highest priority and to discuss

briefly mechanisms of implementing and following up our work in NIE. We

also Fill bring in some broader considerations of NIE strategies and

mechanisms% *

_ -
o .hig priority we have given weight-to the
4.-

. .

followihg considerations:

1. The imparta_nFe-if ihe problem area for decisions affecting

the education of students, Here we are concerned not Only

about the importance.of the decisions involved but also the

links of a problem area with other subsidiary or related

problems ;and the degree to which formation withixespect

to OM. problem area-would have .Usefulnesi itrtheoe related

areas.

2. .-The relationship for the problem area to broader theories Or

conceptualizations going beyond education, For example, we

were influenced by the relationship of areas to !new develop-

ments.in cognitive psyChology, economic models, or socio-

logical theory.,
I

3. The availability of methodological tools. Here We mere

GO
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inf140hced by such things as the development of methodology

having to do with quality of life and social indicators as

' well as methodological developments in econometrics and

other areas.

4. The relationship of the area to present NIE strengths. We

see NIE as having a pool of high level talent. We tried to

think about how our problem areas might fit with the current

pro;:la-is and human strengths of the NIE organization. Much

of what wesuggest is already going on in NIE.

High Priority Areas

We have chosen seiren areas as candidates e6rthe -highest priority.

For us this has bden a difficult. choice,betause each of the areas mentioned.

in the earlier secti?s has appealing characteristics in terms 'of our curiosity
0 _A. 41'

about the answers and in terms of potential impact upon education:'-Ntverz-

theless, we understand that our task is to at least provide abeginning point

for discussions for setting priorities in pOstsecondary education and thus

suggest the following:

1. Learning and cognition

2, Motivation and values'.

3. Teaching -- delivery systems

4. EvO.uation of Outcomes -- Assessing the value of postsecondary

education

5. Governance and management

6. Costs and finance of postsecondary education

7, Interfaces between secondary and postsecondary education,

and 'work.

_

3 0,
ts,



The matrix-below gives our impressions of where each of these themes

Fitt Within the present structure. Obviously, the,NIE staff knows better

than we Whererelevant work is, or should, go o . In any case, we-helleve

that it is likely that the postsecondary area s one requiring cooperation

across Groups.

.

High Priority Basic

Areas , Skills
.

1

.

Education
and Work

Education.
1

Equity

Finance and
Productivity-

Capacity
Problem'
Solving

Learning and
Cognition , , , . x

.1

--' . x..

,

IfaliVation. anti ,:. ,

Values X
.

.

x
,
,.

.
.x

.

Teach avery- :

- - .

.

,-,

,,

.

Eva:.uation of

Outcomes . .

..-.,

x

,-.

7=i "":'
,

- - - :...;-.....-

x
.... .

x
'

,... _

.

'Governance- and

:,1-Indgement

......

-

, - .
.

.

...

x _:,_,

1kt

'.x-
.

. .

tt.s- -anii -Finace
1

.

- x

_ 1. .

_
, .

,

-............

interfac-es Bett:reen-

secondary/Wink. -., .i.,

.

',:,:;-. ,,.

4
.

,

.%

, .

.

,

i .

. --

co
. \

FroM this acu0 pears'that we have neglected the Disseatimaiion
. _

.:.

..
. A --
and Resources Group. ObviOusly;.dissemination iiaiiffigurtsitt_in postsecondary'

education as tin the,Other levels of education. We believe there is a sped-lel

.

need for work summarizing the itate,of research in a number of areas. Some

31
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of the Foundations,"for example, have suggested that itwould be useful

to them to have a summary of research indicating areas ripe for application.

They see NIE as providing a podrssible basis for their decisions about areas

In which support would likely to 'be productive. The present publications of

ER::probably meet some.of these needs, but it may be that there is a need

for the capability cit' putting together such summaries with respect to

particUlai'areas with,a shorter turn-around time.

Some of our 'consultants have despaired of reaching the-faculty.

Admittedly, reaching faculty is difficult, but there are a number of hopefUl

aspects of the peisent'situation. One of these is the rapid growth of

faculty development centers in most colliges and universities. Wile such

centers still have such to do they are reaching large numbers of faculty and

---pr-vide an important new channel for dissemination. A second factor is the

'in ceased interest of the scholarly assoclItions in teaching and undergraduate

edUcation. New divisions are being formed; new journald are being Started.

-rh t%thedisciplines provide another coMmunic4ion channel and Support'system.
2

Finally, the increased-emphasis.upon teaching and undergraduate education in

promotion and salary judgments is changing the reward structures to encourage,

better utilization of research on learning and teaching.

'Linking NIE Groups

One of our hopes in recommending the priority areas above iA that

they will be-mutually supportive. ObViously, research in learning and

motivation' has:implicationsfor teaching, but it may not be. so obvious

that it has great relevance for work in measuring outcomes and for research

on the interface of education and worts. Similarly, the research on governance

32
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has links with finance, with teaching, and with the area of motivation and

values. Studies of costs and finance link with the interface and,governance

questions but also have relevance for motivation and teaching.

We believe that by facilitating communication and joint support of

programs the total impact of the NIE program an be greater than the

sum of its parts.

Mechanisms

The previous section has identified seven major areas for NIE emphasis

in postsecondary education. The report has identified other areas of concern

that we have reluctantly put_in a lower priority. In the development of this"

report, it has become clear that there are various ways in which NIE could

become involved in a given area. In some cases, interest demonstrated by a

low cost investment and presence would be-sufficient, whereas in others a

major scale/of effort,both in-house and externally,might be appropriate.

We have some feelings about mechanisms but offer them only as starting

points
4
for 'graft discussion.

1.

1. Learning and Cognition

This is the one area in which we recommend support of basic research.

Despite the great research progress of the past decade, funding has dropped

'drastically. At this time the link between basic research on cognition and

researth on educational learning is tight and researth support for both is

likely to be productive. This sort of-research seems generally to prosper

.

from funding through unsolicited proposals.

2. Motivation and values

In this.genefal area we see as a first step, grant support of
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research on factors affecting motivation for continued learning and research

on educational influences on value.integration and behavior. This too is an

area in which the grant mechanism seems appropriate.

3. Teaching -- delivery systems

In this area we see two areas of high priority -- the study of

effective teaching at the level of the indiVidual class or course and the

broader, studies of major aspects of delivery systems, such as open learning.

Progress.onthe former,canbe made through grant support, the latter seems
*b.

more appropriate for a contract.

4. Evaluation of outcomes
V

One likely oppoitunity for progress is to-link NIE!s effort to

that of some of the organizations now doing research on-social indicators

ay..! quality of life. ,

5. Governance aad management

Methodology in this area is improving; yet support for research

has been declining Grant support here should be productive.

6. Costs n& finance &.

Thisis an area in which a number of agencies and organizations

are doing research and policy analyses: Thus we do not see a need for a

major additional effort by NIE, but believe synthesis of information through

conferences or summary reports would be-useful, Following such synthesis
. .

AIE might wish to implement a program of grants in response to unsolicited

proposals.

7. Interfaces between secondaNcand postsecondary education and wotk

In this area NIE already has a number of activities underway. They-
.-

appear tous well conceived and we trust that support can be continued and

str 7,thened.

.34
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Because we believe ei,phasis s uld b e given to developing the national

research capability, we have suggested increased use of the competitive grant,

process rather than.large demonstration pro)ects or major centersupport.

Consideration should be given to ways of fostering assemblages of investigatots.

ft

At those places where a critical mass of researchers exists, some provision

for a "cushion" betWeen funding-cycles chouls be provided.

There is also a need for the definition of problems and the 4evelopment

of ideas. An investigator needs a small amount of support to develop ;he

analysis'of what should be investigated. SuppOrt of this type of activity

is hard to find. It would seem appropriate that thOtissemination and Resources

group develop an open-ended, quick turn- around, small grant program for

projects designed to answer immediately relevant questions or to help in

defining problems that research can answer.

Central to the theme of NIE and recommendatibns made in this report

is the necessity to bring the best minds available to work together on the

problems of postsecondary education. gesearch on postsecondary education

belongs, to ho one discipline and NIE should take as one goal that of increasing
. I

the number of top_flight researchers who afetarrying out research-in pbst-

secondary education. Presently this area is notprestigeful in any of the
A _

relevant disciplines. We believe au can attract the best scholars, Appoint-

ments in NIE_as well is the development of an inrhouse internship-program

and support for doctoral and postdoctoral stm.diss-ean supplement the progtam

of research support in increasing the pool of",:ltalentcontribution to-bur field.

. -
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